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MIKE’S 2012 FALL HUNT REPORT 

We had another fantastic fall hunting season! Our area really is a Big Game Hunter’s Paradise which allows us to 
consistently provide high success rate rifle and bow hunts for mule deer, whitetails, moose and elk. This year, our 
summer scouting revealed no winter kill and good antler growth due to a mild winter and good spring moisture. A dry, 
hot summer had crops maturing fast though, which made for an early crop harvest and tougher Aug/Sept hunts.  
  
The first hunt of the year was our mule deer bowhunts where we had just enough standing crop to get it done. We 
hosted 8 muley bowhunters who all could have shot at 170 class deer but 3 of them wanted 180 bucks or nothing. We 
saw some 180’s but no kills on the big boys. We ended up shooting five 170 score deer for the 8 hunters with the 
biggest one killed by Mark White. The 3rd week of bowhunting was our exciting elk and moose combo hunts where we 
had 100% success shooting four 6 point bull elk for the four hunters, including a heavy 300 inch bull by Mark Watkins. 
Everybody saw bull moose with several close encounters but no kills. For a full report on our bowhunts click here.  
 
Rifle season opens on September 17 and we had 4 mule deer hunters and 2 elk hunters in camp. We killed all 4 mule 
deer and shot 2 elk. The mule deer hunting was tough though because the crops were all harvested which makes the 
deer move back into the thick trees. We did have some second growth crops which helped bring the deer out in the 
open but the big 180-200 score deer that we had scouted out in the summer were staying hidden. All the bucks killed 
scored 165 to 174 with the biggest one taken by 4 time repeat hunter Eric Montague from Utah. Eric’s buddy Harold 
Sorenson shot a nice wide buck and he enjoyed the hunt so much that he rebooked 3 moose hunts and 3 bear hunts 
for him and his sons for 2013. Joe Swiger and Eric Von Slagle were the other 2 successful muley hunters. On the elk 
hunts we heard lots of bugling and saw several 280-300+ bulls but we had strong, warm and shifty winds much of the 
hunt, VERY frustrating!  The hunters passed on 5 point bulls and ended up shooting two 6 pointers.  
 
We began our moose rut hunts on October 1st, hosting 10 hunters who shot 10 bulls, again 100% success! Avid moose 
hunter Carl Jorgensen drove up from Oregon and took his 4th Mike’s Outfitting bull along with his son in law Kevin 
Teran who took his second one. Carl also rebooked for 2013 and 2014, he says he has to eat something all winter long 
and nothing tastes as good as moose meat! Six of the other hunters also rebooked for 2013 and 2014. No one was 
being too picky about size this year so we got almost everyone done in the first 3 days of their hunt; none of the bulls 
killed broke the 40 inch mark even though we did see a few 40 inchers including one that was a solid 55 incher. We 
knew lots of 40 inch bulls had survived the 2011 season so we weren’t sure why we weren’t seeing more of the 40+ 
inchers during the 2012 rut? They were there though as we soon found out during the November moose hunts.  
 
In November we killed four bulls measuring well over 40 inches with the biggest one right at 50. It was killed by Boyd 
Corry from Utah. Boyd came up with his brother Mark on a discounted, cancellation hunt and Mark also killed a great 
bull, a solid 47 incher. The 2 biggest bulls of the year and they shot them in the same field at the same time with 
guides Kyle Mudge and Sam Hampton, an incredible team effort. Dan Lavach from Nevada bought his November 
moose hunt at an SCI convention where we had donated the hunt. Dan’s hunt lasted 5 minutes where he anchored a 
heavy beamed 43 incher on opening day.  Rick Reichert was on his 4th hunt with us and he also killed a tasty bull. Curt 
Johnson shot the last bull of the year on a whitetail/moose combo hunt giving us 100% success. It was a big 44 incher.  
 
November 7 to 30 is when we do our rut deer hunts and the big muleys finally came out of the trees. We killed three 
180+ score deer during the rut. The first one was a 6 by 6, 194 inch non typical taken by Pete Boven from Georgia. 
Pete also killed a heavy, 10 point whitetail the same day. The next big muley was an old, massive 183 typical killed by 
2nd time hunter Scott Campbell from Tennessee. Scott came on the hunt with his brother Steve and their buddy David 
Hurst who both also got good deer. The last giant of a deer was a 188 typical killed by Jim Smith from Virginia. Jim’s 
deer is the type of buck that everyone comes to Canada to kill, big frame, heavy, gnarly bases, long brow tines, deep 
forks, he had it all. Jim killed a beautiful and huge blonde bear with us last spring so he really does have a lucky 
horseshoe tucked away somewhere. A couple of the other notable rut hunts were two combo muley/whitetail hunts 
by buddies Aaron Seitz and Jason Erickson. They both got all their deer with one of the best ones being Jason’s non 
typical whitetail, it only scored around 150 but it had 6 inch bases and a couple of thick extra points. Aaron and I were 
after a big double drop tine muley but when a solid 170 buck with a sticker walked out Aaron couldn’t resist putting 
him on the ground. Then he got a big whitetail the last hour of the last day in a whiteout snowstorm. The snow really 
messed with the last 3 days of the season but overall the rut hunts went well and now we can’t wait for next year! 
Thanks to the great group of hunters that we had for our 2012 fall hunts. Feel free to call us anytime if you are 
interested in experiencing the Big Game Hunter’s Paradise of the Peace River region with Mike’s Outfitting Ltd. 
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